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Boot Warmer from Indus-Tool

The Boot Buddy heated,

portable rubber mat dries

shoes and boots. The mat pro-

tects flooring or carpet from

muddy or wet shoes and at the

same time dries the shoes so

they’re warm and comfort-

able later. In unheated areas of

a workplace, Boot Buddy can

be used to warm feet or legs

without the high electricity costs and hazards of space heaters.

Made of waterproof, sealed and insulated rubber, the

Boot Buddy can be plugged into any standard 110 V out-

let. Specifications: #FW 14 x 21 x 3⁄8 in., 6 lb; #FWB 16 x 36

x 3⁄8 in., 10 lb.
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Back to Nature Launches New Deck and Siding Stripper

Back to Nature Products intro-

duces the improved Ready-Strip®

Deck™. The new product combines

the former Ready-Strip and Multi-

Strip Deck technologies. This new,

safer deck and siding stripper is

designed to remove semi-trans-

parent stains, clear finishes, and

other oil and water based finishes.

It can also remove tougher 100 per-

cent acrylic coatings that cannot

be removed by traditional corrosive deck strippers.

The product can be used on pressure treated, cedar, red-

wood, and exotic woods. It is non-corrosive, will not burn

the skin, and requires no neutralization or acid wash.

The water-based, environmentally friendly formulation is

biodegradable, non-flammable, sprayable.

Circle 805

Magid Introduces Disposable Nitrile Gloves

Magid Glove & Safety intro-

duces Econwear’s new Disposable

Nitrile Gloves. Ideal for indi-

viduals allergic to latex rubber,

these comfortable, stretch gloves

offer superior fit and chemical

resistance and are more punc-

ture resistant than rubber and

vinyl disposables. Useful for

pressure washer service work,

they provide improved tactile sensitivity compared to

others on the market. Available in powder and powder-free

sizes XS-XXL. For free samples call 800-444-8030.

Circle 803Black Diamond Products Introduces the

REELHANDEASETM

The unit is

a

tubular pro-tec-

t ive  barr ier

between  the

hand and the

hose (or cord)

as it is wound

onto the reel.

The REEL-

HANDEASETM

will protect the hands from dirt, chemicals,

p r o t r u d i n g  

wires, etc.

The product slips over the hose at any

point and is used to guide the hose or cord 

onto a reel.

They are shipped in cases of 20 and are 

packaged for individual sale.

Dumond Chemicals, Inc. Introduces Porous

Surface Graffiti Remover

W I P E

OUT Porous

Surface Graf-

fiti Remov-

er penetrates

to clean and

lift embedded,

old graffiti.

A single ap-

plication re-

moves spray

paint, mark-

er, pen, ink, crayon, shoe polish, lipstick, and 

other marks from most porous surfaces.

WIPE OUT is an environmentally friend-

ly, biodegradable gel that clings to the 

surface. Applied by brush, roller, or HVLP 

spray, it can be used on brick, concrete, 

mortar, cement, stucco, pavers, granite, 

marble, terrazzo, sandstone and other natur-

al stone, glass, porcelain, ceramic, glazed

tiles, and grout. The product can even be

used to remove caulking compounds, spray

booth paints, catalyzed coatings, and ure-

thanes. Available in quart, gallon, and five-

gallon containers.
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